Washington DC Rally to protest the killings in Ogaden and Gambela

The ethnic apartheid and dictatorial TPLF regime has continued the injustice and human right violations on our people unabated. The recently exposed video evidence on the mass killings of ogaden people and the reports from Gambella proof that the oppressive and crony rules of TPLF would do anything to be able to remove poor citizens in order to sell the land and its resources to foreign and local crony collaborators for their own prosperity. It is our moral and patriotic duty to expose the injustice being committed on our fellow innocent citizens to the US government and to the World tirelessly. We invite all Ethiopians to come out and stand together to be the voice to our voiceless people.

Date: Mon Sept 29th, 2014
Time: 9AM
Place: US State Department
2201 C St NW
Washington, DC 20520

For more information: dcjointtaskforce@gmail.com <mailto:dcjointtaskforce@gmail.com>
Or 571 403 2474 <tel:571%20403%202474>

Organizers: Washington DC Joint Task Force